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Abstract. In recent years, the need for micro-mobility, especially three-wheel vehicles, is increasing to address 
pollution and traffic congestion problems. With regard to the development of tilting vehicles, the precise tilt angle is 
important information in the tilting mechanism. Since the road environment affects the vehicle tilt angle, the road 
bank and hill angle have to be estimated to optimize the tilt control system. Furthermore, a new tilt mechanism is 
required due to the energy consumption of the previous active tilting mechanism. This paper introduces the road state 
observer. In this paper, the observer that combines a kinematic model with a dynamic model of a three wheel vehicle 
is proposed. The dynamic model has four states, including lateral velocity, yaw rate, tilt angle, and tilt angle ratio. 
Similarly, kinematic model has two states, including roll and pitch angles. It is assumed that the data set received 
from the six-dimensional inertial measurement unit including the vehicle acceleration and angular velocity of all axes 
is available. To verify the proposed algorithm, simulation verification using Carsim ADAMS and Matlab&Simulink 
is performed and a discussion of the result is provided. In addition, this paper proposes a semi-active tilt system.  

1 Introduction  
Recently, conventional transportation systems cause 
many problems. From an ecological point of view, 
interest in air pollution and depletion of fossil fuel 
problems has increased.  Furthermore, in modern cities, 
traffic volume and parking lot shortages are becoming 
more serious 

In this situation, narrow and short micro-mobility, 
especially three wheel vehicle, is interested in solving 
this phenomenon [1, 2]. This small vehicle operates as an 
electric power train system, so there is no exhaust, 
parking and traffic congestion. However, because of the 
body shape of this vehicle, it has a high center of gravity. 
This physical property makes this vehicle vulnerable to 
rollover. To overcome this drawback, a three wheel 
vehicle must include a lean system that compensates for 
the roll stability of the mobility during cornering 
maneuver [3-5]. 

It is important to determine the exact tilt angle to 
control the vehicle tilt system. Because road bank and hill 
angles have an impact on the vehicle tilt angle, the road 
characteristics have to be estimated to optimize the tilting 
control system. In previous studies on road angles, S. 
Kidane directly calculated road bank angles using vehicle 
dynamic models [6]. However, this method has a 
limitation that the logic is unstable when the vehicle has a 
small tilt angle. 

In this paper, the road state observer combining the 
three wheel vehicle dynamic model and the kinematic 
model is proposed. The dynamic model has four states, 

including lateral velocity, yaw rate, tilt angle and tilt 
angle rate. Likewise, the kinematic model has two states 
including roll and pitch angle. It is assumed that a set of 
data received from a six dimensional-inertial 
measurement unit (6D-IMU) that provides the vehicle 
linear acceleration and angular rates of all axes is 
available. 

The proposed observer in this paper is organized as 
follows. First, the pseudo-measurement is generated from 
a multi-model based pseudo-angle generator. This 
generator is based on the three wheel vehicle dynamic 
model and a Kalman filter based on type 1 Euler angle 
kinematic model. Depending on the condition of the 
vehicle state, the generator generates an accurate pseudo-
measurement that is used to estimate the vehicle roll and 
pitch angle. Next, the vehicle roll and pitch angle are 
obtained with a kinematic model-based linear observer. 
This observer is based on a kinematic model and uses 
pseudo measurement as the sensor measurement. Finally, 
the bank angle is obtained from the road bank angle 
calculation process. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 
contains the demonstration of the three wheel vehicle 
dynamics. Section 2.2 explains the pseudo-measurement 
generator. Section 2.3 explains linear estimator, section 
2.4 explains nonlinear estimator and section 2.5 describe 
the bank angle calculation scheme. Next, section 3 shows 
the simulation verification result of the observer. Finally, 
section 4 deals with the conclusion of this paper. 
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2 Road bank estimator  

2.1 Three wheel vehicle dynamic model 

2.1.1 Vehicle dynamic model using gravity 
transformation 

To illustrate the tilt behavior of a vehicle, a specialized 
three wheel vehicle dynamic model is required. In 
particular, the road angle affects the vehicle tilt angle. 
Therefore, when deriving a vehicle dynamic model, the 
angle of the road should be considered. 
 

 
Figure 1. Three wheel vehicle free body diagram 
 

As shown in Figure 1, the road angle has a significant 
impact on vehicle tilt dynamics. According to this free 
body diagram, the gravity coordinate transformation 
matrix can be obtained. 
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The above matrix is a gravity transformation matrix. 
Equation (1) is a longitudinal gradient conversion matrix, 
and equation (2) is a lateral gradient conversion matrix. 
The matrix makes deriving mathematical model process 
simple. Using this transformation matrix, three-wheel 
vehicle dynamic model can be obtained as follows. 
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This is a state space representation model, which 
includes the lateral velocity, yaw rate, tilt angle, and tilt 
velocity. In this paper, vehicle tire force is assumed to be 
a linear tire force. In previous studies like [7], other 

vehicle tire model is presented, but are generally suitable 
for high speed conventional four wheel vehicles. This 
assumption is reasonable because a three wheel tilting 
vehicle has a relatively low speeds in general. 
 

 
Figure 2. Model verification result 
 

The above figure shows the model verification result. 
Model and simulation plant outputs for the same steering 
inputs are similar. Therefore, the model is well defined 
and can be used to construct estimators. 

2.1.2 Design the desired tilt angle 

In this paper, the lateral acceleration of the vehicle can be 
obtained from the sensor. However, the sensor signals are 
contaminated with roadways, vehicle inclination angles, 
and tilt angles.  

 
Figure 3. Earth fixed coordinate model 
 

This figure shows the cornering with banked road 
situation. In this situation, the road bank, turning radius 
and vehicle velocity have an impact on the vehicle roll 
dynamics. 
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This equation shows that the road bank angle affects 
the desired tilt angle. Equation (8) is the equation for the 
desired tilt angle. According to this equation, lateral 
acceleration does not affect vehicle movement when the 
vehicle is tilted to the desired tilt angle.  

2.2 Pseudo measurement generator 
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2.2.1 Dynamic model based pseudo measurement 
generation 

In this section, a pseudo measure generator is proposed. 
Since the vehicle roll and pitch angle cannot be measured, 
the pseudo measure replaces the actual measurement of 
the design roll and pitch angle observer. In a previous 
study, Eric Tseng introduced a pseudo measurement 
based on Euler angles of type 1 [8]. However, this study 
assumed that the lateral speed of the vehicle was 
negligible. Unlike other conventional vehicles, the three 
wheel tilting vehicle has a relatively high lateral velocity 
because tilt angular velocity is applied to the lateral 
velocity when the vehicle is tilted. Therefore, this paper 
introduces the lateral velocity compensation method 
using Kalman filter. The Kalman filter model is based on 
a dynamic model of a three-wheeled vehicle, which 
includes yaw rate, tilt angle and tilt speed. Then the 
vehicle lateral velocity can be obtained and compensate 
the kinematic model based pseudo measurement. 
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With this dynamic model-based Kalman filter, 
relatively accurate pseudo-measurements can be obtained 
when the vehicle is in a steady state. However, when the 
vehicle is in a transient state, the accuracy of this 
dynamic model-based pseudo measurement decreases. 
Therefore, another pseudo measurement generation 
algorithm is needed to ensure accuracy in transient 
situations. 

2.2.1 Kinematic model based pseudo measurement 
generation 

The pseudo roll and pitch angle can be obtained 
kinematic model. The kinematic roll and pitch model are 
expressed as the following: 

     int ( sin cos )tanp q r dt             (12) 

    int cos sinq r dt                     (13) 

Then another pseudo measurements based on the 
kinematic model based Kalman filter can be obtained. 
This measurements is accurate under transient conditions, 
but relatively inaccurate when the vehicle is state. 

According to equation (9), the high measurement 
error covariance makes the Kalman filter estimation 
result dependent on the state model rather than the 
measurement. By the contrary, the low measurement 
error covariance makes estimation result dependent on 
the measurement information. Therefore, in this paper, 
steady state factor (SF) that adjust the filter measurement 
error covariance is proposed. This element is a function 
of the norm of the acceleration. If the vehicle is in 
transient state, SF is reduced to zero. In the contrary, if 
the vehicle is stable, SF is increased to one. 
 

 
Figure 4. Pseudo-measurement generation scheme 

2.3 Linear roll and pitch angle estimator  

This section, linear vehicle roll and pitch angle estimator 
is developed. The linear estimator is based on simple 
kinematic model. 
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The delta term above is a nonlinear element of 
equation (14) and (15). Even if the vehicle is leaning 
from the maximum tilt angle, the magnitude of this 
nonlinear term is negligible. Therefore, the linear 
estimator can be designed and the form of the estimator 
as follows.  
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Observer gain (19) should be selected to stabilize the 
observer system (21). According to equation (22), if the 
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diagonal elements of the observer gain matrix are positive 
and the other elements are equal to yaw rate, then this 
observer is stable. 

2.4 Nonlinear roll and pitch angle estimator  

Therewith, in this paper, nonlinear estimation logic also 
proposed. Nonlinear terms are negligible, but large tilt 
angles make nonlinear effects larger. The nonlinear 
estimator can be established as the following: 

 (23) 
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In the worst case, 
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2.5 Road bank angle calculation  

Road bank angle calculation is a difficult subject of 
vehicle roll dynamics. It is difficult to estimate the road 
bank angle without GPS / GNS because the road bank 
angle and suspension displacement simultaneously 
contaminate the vehicle sensor signals. However, the 
three wheel tilting vehicle can identify the angle due to 
the suspension deflection due to the presence of the tilt 
angle sensor. Therefore, the road bank angle is simply 
calculated as the difference between the vehicle total roll 
angle and the tilt angle 

 
Figure 5. Road bank angle estimation schem 

3 Simulation Result  
To verify the proposed algorithm, simulation verification 
using Carsim and Matlab&Simulink is conducted. 

Various simulations are performed to test the robustness 
and stability of the algorithm. The table below 
enumerates various maneuver to test proposed algorithm.  

Table 1. Test maneuver 

 Road Velocity Behavior 

Case 1 15 deg ramp 
bank 80kph Straight+DLC 

Case 2 Normal road 80kph Normal 
driving 

Case 3 5deg ramp 
bank 80kph Fishhook 

Case 4 Flat 20kph Sine wave 
Steer 

Case 5 Flat 40kph 
Sine wave 
steer with 

tilting control 
 

Case 1 maneuver is performed to verify the 
performance of the estimator for large amounts of lateral 
velocity and road bank angles. It is expected that there is 
a difference between the proposed estimator performance 
and previous estimates that ignore vehicle lateral velocity. 
On the other hand, Case 2 is conducted to evaluate the 
normal road performance of the proposed estimator. Case 
3 is called "Fishhook", which is a test of vehicle stability 
testing. This extreme situation is simulated to evaluate 
the estimator stability and performance. It can be seen 
that the Case 4 and Case 5 simulation are not performed 
on the banked road. A sinusoidal steering input is entered 
to evaluate performance on the zero degree road bank 
angle. 
 

 
Figure 6. Case 1 Road bank angle 

 

 
Figure 7. Case 2 Road bank angle 
 

 
Figure 8. Case 3 Road bank angle 
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Figure 9. Case 4 Road bank angle 
 

 
Figure 10. Case 5 Road bank angle 
 

In this figures, “Actual” means simulation data. This 
data is considered actual vehicle test data. “Prev” means 
road bank angle estimation using only kinematic model 
based pseudo measurement such as those of previous 
result. “Lin” and “Nonlin” refer to the estimation result of 
linear and nonlinear estimators. 

The figures above show the estimated road bank angle 
and the figures below show the estimated vehicle roll 
angle. From Case 1 to Case 3, there is few difference 
between road bank angle and vehicle roll angle. 
Therefore, the simulation results indicate that the vehicle 
suspension roll angle or vehicle tilt angle is small. 

 

 
Figure 11. Case 1 Roll angle 

 

 
Figure 12. Case 2 Roll angle 
 

 
Figure 13. Case 3 Roll angle 

 

 
Figure 14. Case 4 Roll angle 
 

 
Figure 15. Case 5 Roll angle 
 

Conversely, Case 4 and Case 5 roll and bank angle 
results show a significant difference between road bank 
angle and vehicle roll angle. Therefore, in this maneuver, 
the vehicle has a large inclination angle. 

According to Case 2, in the normal driving situation, 
the proposed estimation method is slightly more accurate 
than the previous estimation. Since the tilt angle of the 
vehicle is small, the lateral dynamics are negligible. 
Therefore, the estimation results are almost unchanged. 
In the contrary, Case 1, Case 3, Case 4 and Case 5 show 
that the difference between the previous estimator result 
and proposed estimator results. Especially in case 4 and 
case 5, the performance of the previous estimator was 
significantly reduced. On the other hand, from Case 1 to 
Case 5, the proposed evaluator provides precise results 
for various maneuvers. 

4 Conclusions 
In this paper, the estimator which is specialized the three 
wheel tilting vehicle is proposed. Using vehicle dynamic 
and kinematic model, the accurate pseudo measurement 
can be obtained in both steady and transient states. Unlike 
previous study, lateral dynamics are not neglected, and 
more accurate estimation results can be obtained from 
extreme maneuver. Also, unlike previous studies, 
nonlinear estimators is proposed for accuracy with large 
tilt angle maneuver. Other prior vehicle roll estimators 
designed for conventional four wheel vehicles are not 
accurate when the vehicle's tilt angle is large. However, 
this estimator is more accurate because the proposed 
estimator in this paper considers the dynamics of a three-
wheeled tilting vehicle. In conclusion, in this paper, the 
road angle estimator for three wheel tilting vehicle using 
6D-IMU sensor is defined and verified. The main 
contribution of this paper is to propose a multi model 
estimator using steady state factor. This algorithm is 
suitable for three wheel tilting vehicle and verified using 
a custom ADAMS tilting vehicle. 
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